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C. P. S. LOSES TO
CAMP LEWIS TEAM

3

S. A. T. C. DEMOBILIZED
MANY MEN LEAVE

Ijt Beaning at Cbriottnaz to the QtoUtt
CLOSE GAME

C

Score 12-7

Wise men followed the Bethlehem star to the cradle.
They brought gifts of gold, frank-incense and myrrh, proving

the crack squad of the First Infantry
of Camp Lewis by the close score of

their wisdom and providing means of preserving the child's
life. He gave back in kind many fold to infant civilization
now grown strong.

12-7. The game was played in the
Stadium immediately after the contest
between the Lincoln and Stadium high

fight, and it was only by desperate
work that the Infantry was able to
push over the touchdown that won the
game for them. The Camp L e w i s
bunch expected a walk-away but instead they were badly stepped on by
their lighter opponents. Captain Danielson deserves great credit for the way
he has handled the team both as a
coach and as a captain.
The first thrill of the game was
when the C. P. S. boys in an extended
formation made the first touchdown of
the game. Danielson shot the ball to
Cleve Olson who made the goal before
the Infantry men were aware of the
play. Danielson kicked goal making
the score 7-0. A few minutes later
after a series of desperate line plunges
on the part of the Infantrymen, Shoemaker smashed thru the opposition's
defense and scored the second touchdown of the game. Goal was missed
and the count now stood 7-6 in favor
of the C. P. S. squad.
It was a hand to hand battle for
the next two quarters with n e i t h e r
team scoring. It was during this period
that the Camp Lewis men saw the style
of game that C. P. S. could put up and
time after time the Infantry backfield
was nailed in their tracks before they
had a chance to get started. Williston
and Yerkees found their way thru their
opponents' defense several times and
broke up some fast plays.
In the final period of the play the

Infantry team pulled off a new formation that enabled Quarterback Stowe
to make a touchdown around right end.
Fagan missed the goal and the score
stood 12-7 in favor of the Infantry.
The college boys tried desperately to
make another tally but the Infantrymen
stood fast and held them.
The Tacoma boys showed best in
the forward pass but were outpunted
by their opponents. Eddie Danielson
played his usual star game and Veith
showed up exceptionally well on the
defense. The soldiers were stopped in
their tracks many times during the
game by these two players. Stowe and
Shoemaker played a good game for the
Infantrymen.
Continued on Page
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Orders for the demobilization of the
Student Army Training Corps came

HRISTMAS is recognition of Christ. The College of
Puget Sound stands for the exaltation of Christ in

after several days of uncertainty for

the realm of education. That realm moulds and
fashions all of human life and behavior.

The college of Puget Sound S. A. T.
C. lost their second football game to

schools. The college boys, altho outweighed to the man, put up a stiff

Banquet to Celebrate

Pres. Edward H. Todd

4

bration of the demobilization news, the
soldiers gave a big banquet in the Ta-

the city and the state because wise and devoted persons have
brought gifts to it. Through it many, who are not permitted

coma Hotel December 9. It was a
farewell affair for the ninety-nine men

personally to instruct young people, are investing in aspiring
and consecrated youth.
The Christmas spirit animates the College,

who have worked and lived together
the past three months, and a farewell
to the officers who have commanded
and encouraged the efforts of the men
during that time.

inspiring it

to give. The economic, social and religious world demand
sacrificial living and dying. It is the business of the College
to supply this demand. Its atmosphere and philosophy of
life are that "it is more blessed to give than to receive."
Heaven's richest gift to earth was the personality of the
Christ Child. Homes and schools have no offering so rich

Life of The S. A. T. C. at C. P. S.

as the children they send into society, if those children
carry His spirit of Sacrifice and Service.
To this end the College lives. The army and navy have
felt its influence; society in many localities has been leavened,
and the great enterprises of the church have profited by their
labors.
The College sends greetings of "peace on earth and
good-will." It gives and receives gifts in the name of the
Founder of this season of joy.

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
On Friday evening the Sophomore
class will entertain the Freshies in
the time-honored way, at the annual
Freshmen-Sophomore party. All Freshmen infants are cordially invited—.-.
nay, urged to attend—in token whereof a handsome milk bottle has been
presented to each one in the class.
The Sophomores, tho small in numbers feel quite equal to leading the
immense big Freshman Class a merry
measure Friday evening.
Committees in charge of the affair
are as follows:
Refreshments—Miss Panghorn, Miss
Moore, and Miss Wayne.
Decorations—MissRice and Miss No-

TWO

SHORTENED—SCHOOL ON NEW
YEAR'S DAY

CHRISTMAS VACATION

Christmas vacation is being shortened in all of the schools owing to
the "flu'S ban. The students of the
College will attend school thru Tuesday, December 24, and will have a
vacation the remainder of the week,
resuming their regular work the following Monday morning.
An exception to the ordinary rule
of events will be school on New Year's
Day. As so much time has been
lost already it was not thot advisable
to break into the work of the new
quarter.

ble.
Entertainment—Miss King and Miss
Schunk.

C. P. S. Man Wounded in FranceCablegram Received Last Week

With these capable Sophomores
looking after the eats, the scenery,
and the fun, all freshmen are assured

A cablegram was received last week
that Ralph Huntington, former C. P.

of a jolly good time.
Just a side tip to the Freshies: The
chaperons here at C. P. S. are kindhearted mortals who obligingly shut
one eye and wink the other at parties
so come along, all you freshies of the
class of '22 and prove that Friday,
the 13th is a lucky day for parties, at
least!

raised the spirits of the majority of
the men, but several desired to continue the training, and three were even
transferred to other camps. In cele-

The College is able to offer its services to education in

31

the men. About three-fourths of the
men were discharged December 8, and
the remainder last week. The orders

S. student, was severely wounded in
France. He is now in a base hispital
and no further particulars have been
learned.
Huntington was a prominent man
in athletics during his college days
here, being a member of the 1917
All-star Basketball team. He graduated in the 1917 Normal class.

It was during the month of Septem..
her that the real work of getting 100
men fell upon the Administration. An
even 100 passed the physical examination and in October, they began work
both in the class room and on the field,
Lieut. Sampson, who was on furlough
from France, instilled in the men the
elements of military training. The company w o r k e d faithfully under his
leadership and were quite presentable
when he was relieved by Lieut Ward.
Whereas the former had the rich experience of a year and a half at the
front, the latter made up in ambition
and "pep," and soon won the admiration of every man. As drill master,
Lieut. Ward continued the drill until
o r d e r s came from headquarters to
discontinue that phase of our army life.
In the official capacity, Capt. Covert
first served as our commander, being
relieved by Lieut. Kehoe who finished
the work. Lieut. Medley remained with
us only long enough to complete the
induction and then was ordered elsewhere.
Following Lieut. Sampson's recall,
Lieut. Cobb came in the capacity of
adjutant and personnel officer and as
physical education instructor.
As members of the S. A. T. C., we
sometimes grudgingly t r e a t e d these
men with respect. But not after we
became acquainted. Then it was a
privilege to offer the customary recognition to our superiors, and to seek
their permission and advice.
We turned out a football team that
with a good coach would have been
relatively invincible. As it was, we
came out on the top side of the score
in the two games that we played—one
at Camp Lewis and one at the Stadium.
All honor due to the men who played
on the team! Our orchestra, too, did
us credit on several occasions, even
Continued on Page 5
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ALUMNI GREETINGS

THE STONE-FISHER CO.

Watch for the Annual
Winter Clearance Sale
Starting Friday, Dec. 27th
Combined with

A BIG DOLLAR DAY
A dual event with wonderful possibilities for economy,
including all Christmas Goods, Women's and Children's
Apparel and other lines.

"ORIOLE" CHOCOLATES
Famous for Purity and Goodness
No gift that you can bestow
will bring a greater amount
of happiness. A wedding or
birthday present De Luxe.

BROWN & HALEY
Oriole Candy Company
TACOMA. WASH.

00

YOU WILL FIND

SNAPPY YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHING

at Bell's; also a full line of Shirts, Neckwear, Silk Hose, Work and
Gordon Hats a Specialty

W. C. BELL & SONS
Pacific Avenue at Eleventh Street.
I...NJ,...fl...,flflflflflIItI

U

-

THE
WASHINGTON TOOL & HARDWARE CO.
The Useful Gift Store
Tools
Athletic Goods
Razors
Flashlights
Pocket Knives Lunch Kits
Tenth and Pacific Avenue
Prices Right
10th and Pacffic Ave.
.i. _U.._.fl_._flt.UUflflN.flnfl_.._..__.fl...fl.fl..._fl....._fl..._n.............t._.fl..,I4.

Patronize Our Advertisers

S. A. T. C. Men who wish the Trail for the
balance of the College year may have the
paper for $1.25.

good Samaritan since the nurse left.
Ruth Woods appears to be a very
quiet girl but say, Girls, I've a notion
that she is "jes' pertendin'

thinking back to old C. P. S., and
wondering how she has stood and is
standing the test of these trying days.
To one and all, we send these greetings and assurances that while this

A certain member of this place believes that it does not pay to fall out
of bed at 12:30. It disturbs sleep.
Those who attended the S. A. T. C.

last year's experience has been "just

banquet think that Violet Clark makes

one - thing after another," we are
still on top as usual.

a fine addition to the "Company of
Midgets."

Commencement of last year found

Wanted—Another place to stand

us with less than half the men who
started this year with us, so freely

when the side porch and steps are
o ccup ied.—Reta.

had our students responded to our

per "IRISH."

Nation's call. More than 200 representatives of C. P. S. have poined the
colors! An active campaign during
the summer resulted in a good enrollment of men for the present year.
Then came the Draft which threatened

LATEST GENERAL RULES FOR THE
S. A. T. C. PERTAINING
TO MESS

our enrollment again.
The Government, however, announced the Students' Army Train-

all the gravy in view.

ing Corps. Another active campaign
netted us 100 live men enlisted in
our unit with considerable waiting
list. A 2-story barracks, 'lOxl 00

I. To take charge of the spuds and
To watch my plate in a military
manner, keeping always on the alert
for any stray grub that comes within
sight, smell, or hearing.
To report any bread sliced too
thin to the Sergeant,

feet, was built and equipped with
kitchen, dining room, baths, and toilets.
The fall term opened with the larg-

To repeat all calls for s e c o n d
helping.

est enrollment in the history of the
College. Work was just getting under way when the "flu" struck us.

bage, or beans left by the sergeants,
corporals, or cooks.

Our regular students were sent home,
and the S. A. T. C. men were quarantined on the campus. A total
of 32 of the 100 men were ill—some
seriously. The Boys' Dormitory was
converted into a hospital, a physician
and nurses were engaged, and the

To receive but not to pass on to
the man next to me any meat, cab-

To talk to no one who asks for
onions.
In case of fire in the mess hall to
grab all eatables left by others in the
escape.
To quit the table only when satisfied there is nothing left.
In any case not covered by in-

boys were brought thru without the
loss of one life—for which we are

structions, call the mess sergeant.
To allow no one to steal any-

devoutly grateful.
After five weeks' suspension, academic work was resumed. Interest
was gaining new headway when the
Armistice was announced. The day
before the Armistice, the interest of
the S. A. T. C., centered in Berlin,

thing in the line of grub; if scanty, get

was at high tension. The next day
it was scattered and diverted to as
many objects as there were men. In-

a helping yourself.
II. To salute all c h i c k e n s (both
kinds); beef steak, pork chops, ham
and eggs, and liver.
12. To be especially watchful at the
table. During the time of eating to
c h a I I e n g e anyone who gets more
prunes then yourself.

terest had fallen to zero.
The fall work has been much
broken up, but on the whole, very

Dross Shoes, etc.

•

Laura Neville has been playing the

("One—Thing After Another")
Our Alumni friends scattered literally to the "ends of the earth" are

satisfactory. For we must consider
the disadvantage under which we have

Full Line Hardware
and

labored. The S. A. T. C. is finally
demobilized, and a good number of
the men will remain with us. We
are looking forward to splendid work,
beginning with the next term.
(Signed) DR. T. J. GAMBILL.

THE SACAJAWEA
GIRLS' DORM.
One evening when the lights went
out and the Sacajawea was enshrouded
in darkness, a lady, passing by, remarked: "This was f o r m e r 1 y the
Ladies' Dormitory. Could you tell me
where it is now situated?" The girls
sincerely hope that the lights will not
go out again!
Miss Hopkins, one of our Seniors,
took departure from our midst recently. We miss her. Indeed, we do!
A mysterious air has been lurking
in the whereabouts of Madeline's room.
Just ask her why she keeps her door
locked so constantly and why she insists on "airing her blankets" on a
rainy evening!
Miss Bailey believes that Reta shàuid
take naps at stated times. Reta would
rather sing "Annie 'Lowrey'
"Irish" has been compelled to vacate
her premises, and Gladys True has
reigned supreme with the "flu." Everybody is glad that she is rapidly improving.

Electrical Apparatus
also
Athletic Goods

a

F. C. JONAS & SON
2503 Sixth Ave.

- Main 2899

4th Floor Nat.

Bank Tac. Bldg.

TACOMA

H. D. BAKER & CO.
Office Requirements and Specialties. Typewriters, all makes,

Rented and Repaired.
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beat every way! Such lights and fire,
and on the other side of it, was a
regular fair. You see it was this way:
a man went out, fought a bit, came
back, and spent his money at the fair.
It was a great dream!
I am writing this to-day, so it will
be censored, and sent on its way before reaching port. If I waited till I
got in port, then it would probably be
delayed and not sent till the censors
got to it.
Remember me to everyone,
LAUREN.
C o r p o r a I Lauren C. Scheffer, Base
Hospital 93, American E. F., via
New York.
Burton Hickok, a student here last
year, was renewing old acquaintances
here last Thursday. He has been in
the S. A. T. C. at Pullman, and is now
receiving his discharge. A great share
of his time in the S. A. T. C was spent
in the hospital with the "flu!"
William B o w in a n, well known
student of former years, has returned
from Camp at Waco, Texas, where he
had been stationed for over a year.
He was a visitor on the Campus one
day last week, and may take up work
again in C. P. S. this year.
Keith Goodman was another campus visitor here last Thursday from

EXCHANGES
First of all we wish to acknowledge
the receipt of the following exchanges:
The Tahoma, Stadium High School,
Tacoma, Wash.
The Wesleyan, Nebraska Wesleyan
University, University Place, Neb.
The Weekly Messenger, Bellingham
State Normal, Bellingham, Wash.
The Lincolnian, Lincoln High School
Tacoma, Wash.
The Martian, St. Martin's College,
Lacey, Wash.
The Reed College Quest, Reed College, Portland, Ore.
Exchanges have been siow in coming, so those that have come have been
received with much interest. The Tahoma and The Lincolnian stand equally
high in our estimation despite the
rivalry between them. Their cover
designs express very appropriately the
spirit of the times. It required a great
deal of search, however, to find your
editorials, Tahoma. Why not make it
a more distinct department?
The Martian comes up to our expectations of a quarterly, in size and
subject matter but where are y o u r
artists?
The Wesleyan, Reed College Quest,
and The Weekly M e s s e n g e r are
"Newsy" papers fulfilling their purpose, as weekly recorders of the school
news.

the Naval Reserve Officers' School, at

BOYS IN THE SERVICE
Lauren Scheffer, well-known C. P. S.
student, is now in France, having arrived there after an interesting trip
across. He spent several days at
Southampton. England before leaving
for France. The following letter was
written on his voyage over:
Somewhere on the Atlantic.
This is my first letter that is to be
censored and I am at sea as to how
to make it interesting, as the question
of making it newsy is entirely out of
the q u e s t 10 fl. For "news" would
mean the date, ship, where we are,
how long out and so on.
You likely got from my cards that
I didn't feel in the best of health from
Frisco to Camp Mills. However, the
short stay at Camp gave me tim.,
enough to recuperate. So when we
left, I was feeling fine.
So far, the trip has been great. We
have encountered some weather, but
our good ship is big, and strong, and
goes right along riding the waves. A
good many of the fellows have been
sick but I have got along fine so far.
I've been a little dizzy from the peculiar movement of the ship, but not seasick.
We've seen the old Atlantic in a
great many moods, and I want to tell
you the artist that has given us his
thoughts on the canvas has not put it
too strong. One day it is calm, bright
and sunshiny, and then the next, we
will have the o p p o s i t e—wind, big
waves, spray, and storm. But it is all
great.
On board we 'iave a fine bunch of
officers and Y. M. C. A. men, who are
surely first-class. T h e r e are three
Base Hospital units or parts of units
on board. Our bunch was split up
and sent over on different boats, but
we have the largest number on this
boat. We also have a Casual Cornpany and a number of Negro troops.
Some of the Base Hospital boys are
from Camp Cody, and I have found
one who knows George Helgeson.
We are on the fourth deck—not so
bad, and yet I have seen much better.
Our eats are fair—altho nothing like
we have been used to. Not enough
v a r i e t y. It's sure different from

home. Here we take what we get;
there, we get the best we can.
As you know, the British are taking

Seattle, where he is a Chief Petty
Officer in the Quartermaster Division.
He is now, however, on the inactive

care of our transport work. It's great
stuff getting used to the crew. In fact,

list.

I don't like them at all. They ihink
England is everything. One of the
sergeants was talking with a stewart
about when the war would end. And
the British fellow said: "Oh, LI y d
George hasn't made up his mind yet!"
By Jinks," said the sergeant, "President Wilson will have m o r e to say
about that than anyone else, if t is
up to one person!" And say, you
should have heard the men laugh. The
Britain replied: "Well, what would you
do with our ships out of it?" And of
course it is a fact that their s'ips
have helped some! But wouldn't it be
great to show some of these birds sane
of the sights in ship-building that we
have seen on old Puget Sound?
The way we are protected it sens
absolutely impossible for any sub to
do any damage. When we left part,
we had—(censored)— So I don't see
how anything could possibly touch our
ship. Rumor says that there is the
largest number of ships in our convoy
that have ever gone over at one time.
You can't tell tho, as so much is said
that one can't really know the truh
about anything. The government takes
good care of that, and those who know
are mighty close-mouthed.
We turned in our barracks bags at
Camp, and so I had to leave behind
much of my stuff. I thought I had
lost my pack with all the knitted goods
the folks at home had made for me.
but by keeping up a still hunt for several days, I located it. It was like
seeing an old friend again.
We have Sunday Services here much
as on land. A Chaplain c a n d u c ts
them, and it surely sounds good, the
music, speaking, and all. It shows
clearly that you don't have to have a
e in p 1 e, big organ, and choir for
church.
One of the colored boys died the
other day, and we had a funeral at
sea. It was very impressive. Poor fellow, it is tough to not only not be
able to go over, but not be able to go
back either.
Last night I dreamed of being at
the Front and say it had the cat fight

Word has been received that Paul
Hanawalt has received his recommendation for ensign from the Naval Reserve Officers' School, at Seattle. Paul
is a frequent visitor here as he never
misses getting his liberty from camp.
He left home June 4, 1918, the day
before registration for boys 21 after
June 5, 1917. So he never registered,
The Training School opened June II
and closed Sept. 28, running sixteen
weeks. The studies were in Navigation, Seamanship, and Ordnance, all
of them requiring close application
and much work. In a class of 116,
Paul's rank in the examinations and
work for the term is in the first
fifty. The examination board from
Bremerton had to wait until the "flu"
subsided.

—H. C.
SENIOR NOTES
The members of the S e n i a r class
have been invited to attend the party
which is to be given at the First M. E.
Church December 14, in celebration of
the eighty-fifth birthday anniversary of
Dr. Foster. The class appreciated the
invitation very much and are sure the
entire school joins with us in sending
Dr. F o s t e r heartiest congratulations
and all good wishes.

C. W. ROWELL, Grocer
Ten Years in Same Location

1

Main 337

2411 Sixth Ave.

A. A. HINZ
FLORIST and DECORATOR

C. P. S. LOSES TO CAMP LEWIS
Continued from Page One

Corner of K and So, 7th Streets

The lineups follow:

Phone Main 2655

C. P. S.(7)
1st Inf(12)
Pos.
Spooner ,,,,... L.E.R.......... Olson
Basnaw ,.,,,.. L.T.R....... Brooks
DeLay ...,..,.. L.G.R....... Williston
Warasich ,,.,,,,. C,.......... Kinch
Leach ......... R.G.L . ...... Benthi en
Stoicoft ....... ILT.L. ....... Yerkes
Ryerson .,...,, R.E.L. ......... Djsch
Stowe .......... Q
Pearne
Shoemaker ,,,,. L.H.R . ........ Adams
Meade ,......... F . ........... Veith
Davert ...,.... R.H.L...... Danielson

Aii1V ::
1124 Bdwy.

4.

Score by periods:

-

First Infantry

6 0 0 6-12

C. P. S ... ---- ------------ ---- 7

0

0

0— 7

Touchdowns: First Infantry, Shoemaker, Stowe; C. P. S. Olson.

M. E. FORD
President

Goal from touchdowns: C. P. S.,
Danielson.

G. M. HARVEY

Substitutions: First Infantry, Fagan

Secretary-Treasurer

for DeLay, Kalama for Meade, Pember
ton for Basnaw, Bangs for Leach,
Referee—Deal, Tacoma.
Umpire—Jolliffe, Tacoma.
Linesman—Bougham and Harvey.
Timers—Cavanaugh, Camp Lewis,
and Cotton, Tacoma.
Time of quarters, 10 minutes,

WEST SIDE GROCERY CO.
Incor ,orated

Grocers
Phone Main 702 2802-4 6th Ave.
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THE TRAIL is published every two weeks during the school year
by the students of the College of Puget Sound.
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Amphic is fast getting back into her
standard of former years and we prom-

Drugs and School Supplies

ise many i n t e r e s ting and profitable
things during the coming year.

HICKS DRUG COMPANY

One, altho a huge undertaking, the
invincible Amphics have unanimously

Phone M-6 Cor. "K" & 6th Ave.

decided to "put across," is a concert
by the famous Camp Lewis Quartette,

STAFF EDITORS
Associate ............................................GLADYS MOE
Military ............. .......................... FIELDING LEMMON
Athletics ............ .............................. HAROLD YOUNG
Music ............................................. MARION MYERS
Society ............................................OLIvE MARTIN
Alumni ............................................... ANTON ERP
Personals ....................................... MAURINE MARTIN
Exchange ...................................... HILDUR CRONQUIST
Consulting Editor ...........................PROF. GEORGIA RENEATJ
Circulating Editor ..................................RUSSELL CLAY

and popular soloist from San Francisco;
Musician, Constant Sigrist, s e c o n ci

Oranges, Apples
Cranberries

Entered at the post-office at Tacoma, Washington, as second-class
matter,
Subscription Rates $2.00 per college year. Per issue 15c.

tenor, is a noted grand opera singer.
He sang for some time in both St.
Mary's and Grace c a t he d r a Is, San
Francisco; Sergeant Arthur Grauman,

BELL GROCERY
6th Av. at Fife Main 444

scheduled for Saturday evening December 14. We consider it a great
privilege to have secured so popular a
quartette and feel that most of the
credit is due to the untiring efforts of
our president, Mr. Bain.

Best Walnuts
2 lbs. for 75c
No. 2 Walnuts
2 ibs, for 55c

The quartette consists of the ablest
material of the Northwest. Sergeant
Earl Yerrington, first tenor, is an able

baritone, was a teacher of the piano
and voice at Spokane College, for four

EDITORIALS
Christmas, 1918
The glad tidings "Peace on earth"
will ring out with a peal heard round
the world, for the way is now wide
open for the reign of "Good will toward men." Christmas for the world
has taken on a new meaning.
4
4 Home, as well as Christmas, is having a new meaning at this Christmas
time. For many 'Over There" are
now realizing that their homes are

student, in order to make the library
an ideal study-hall? Magazines should

years prior to his entering the army;
while Sergeant L. A. Tompkins, bass,

be kept in the racks, books should be
returned to the shelves, and unnecessary talking should be avoided. Get
acquainted with the rules printed on

the fourth member of the quartette was
an instructor in music at the Washington State College.

the library door, and then give the
student-librarians your moral support
in making the library come up to the
standard set by our Student Government,

"GIVING"

once more safe, while the boys of old
U. S. A., who have foregone the pleas-

Perhaps at the thot of Christmas,

ures of home-life, are now able to re-

no word is brot to our minds as quickly
as the word "Giving," There really
isn't much in the word itself, but the

turn to them.
And to us here at home, are the
words "Christmas" and "home" less
precious? Last year "Merry Christmas" was at times faint-hearted and
often lacked the clear ring of unalloyed
joy—for we were at war. And we
home folks were not forgetting our
absent lads.
But this year, altho many of our
lads are not here, yet we know that
they have fought that such words as
"Home" and "Christmas might have
the fullest meaning forever—and they
have won! And they are coming, home!
It

As of old, 'tis the time to "rejoice
with exceeding great joy!"
Stand back of "The Trail"—but not
too far back!
Reconstruction is on at C. P. S.
as well as "Over There," For the war
is over, the S. A. T. C., has been de
mobilized, and the dual situation of
the military and a c a d e m i c is now
changed. Once more C. P. S., is back
into the old college regime.
We will miss the S. A. T. C., which
has been t a k i n g a large place in
campus life. We will miss the long,
orderly rows of khaki marching from
barracks to class room—from c 1 a s s
room to drill.
We know, however, that they have
been here serving their country, and
now that the war is over, we realize
that many must return to their former
occupations. We regret that more cannot remain. But those who are staying to complete their college year are
warmly welcomed by the Student Body.
May the year be a profitable and enjoyable one for them.
How many students realize that our
library has certain rules and regulations that should be observed by each

fact that each year has added to and
deepened its meaning, gives it more
and more significance. What in history
that is at all worthy of mention, has
not carried some of the spirit of giving
with it? Where, indeed, did it originate?
One clear, cold Christmas Night in
• little town by the name of Bethlehem,
• Christ-child was born in a manger.
Strangers from far off lands came with
eager and expectant hearts to offer
their sacrificial gifts as homage to their
new King.
Not many years had passed when
another great gift was presented to the
undeserving world. For the good of
mankind the most precious life ever
created was given that you and I might
have life.
The same spirit is manifested in all
the great gifts of mankind, and in the.
twentieth century, with its struggle for
universal Democracy, no one could
deny that those things we have cherished and held most dear have not been
willingly sacrificed.
Perhaps this year will bear the traits
of a perfect spirit of giving simply because of the great examples we have
experienced—This Christmas time let
your "Giving" ring true!

In a word, they are the "cream" of
the Pacific Coast's musical talent and
further recommendation or advertisement is scarcely necessary. However,
all the prominent clubs, churches and
various musical activities w h o h a v e
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been fortunate enough to secure the
quartette cannot be effusive enough in
their praise and enthusiasm. They have
been heard at both the first Presbyterian churches in Tacoma and Seattle,
and when Constant Sigrist favored the
Stadium high with several selections
last week the whole school went literally "mad" over him.
The program consists of the following members:
Over the Ocean Blue--------B. W. Petrie
While I have you ----- --------- ------------ Fosti
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Quartette
We extend a hearty invitation to
the college as a whole, and to the
g e n e r a 1 public, to partake of this
wonderful opportunity.
We had an enjoyable program Friday, December 6, followed by a delightful "sing," and "oodles" of homemade candy a luxury we denied ourselves during the war period. We sure
have some dandy candy makers in our
society. Accept our "inward" thanks,
fair damsels.
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THE TRAJL
THE MESSAGE TO MANKIND

The Meaning of Christmas for the
Individual

OF THE YEAR 1918
Dean Ira A. Morton

By Prof. Walter S. Davis
The message which proclaimed the
first Christmas and ushered in the
Christian centuries—"Peace on Earth
and good will to men" of good willmay, by a happy coincidence, be a
fitting message to mankind for the
Christmas of 1918.
The year 1918 will stand out above
the years as snow crowned Mount Tacoma stands out above the neighboring
peaks. From it the future may date a
new era.
This year saw the mightiest armies
in human history struggling for the
mastery. It witnessed the climax of
fighting in this War of Wars, the death
of more brave men than any year in
recorded time. It beheld the achievements of civilization turned into the
enginry of destruction and beheld the
triumphant a d v a n c e and heard tne
victorious shout of the forces of righteousness.
It has been something to live n such
a year and such a period of history.
"These are the times that try men's
souls." Happy is he who has played a
man's part in the mighty events now
unfolding.
Mankind is richer because of thzt
sacrifices made by the brave young
men, the devotion of the Red Cross and
k i n d r e d organizations, for the unwearied service of the women of the
world.
For the great n a t i o n s 1918 has
brought large duties and responsibilities. To the small nations—Armenbi,
B e 1 g i u m, Servia, Poland - it has
brought cheer, hope, food, and liberty.
The guns are silent. Their echoes
are no longer heard in the Argonne
Forest, on the sunny Italian slopes, on
the Judean Plains. Soon the birds will
build their nests in the cannon's throat.
Homes will soon rise again w h e r e
armies met in battle.
Democracy, human brotherhood, the
Peace of righteousness are a golden
trinity, the gift which the year 1918
transmits to the coming years.

JUST MISTLETOE
'Twas only a sprig of mistletoe,
Not much, you say, perhaps.
Yet all of this old world's trouble
Is caused by such things as that
When Adam and Eve were in Eden
In the very first year B. C.,
Yon'll have to agree that it wasn't
much
They took from the sin-laden tree.
When George was only a youngster,The best perhaps in the land,
He ruined his father's orchard
With the hatchet in his hand.
When the great World War was started
How did it start, pray-tell?
Why only an insignificant prince
Was fired at—and fell.
Perhaps you've wondered how mistletoe,
On anything great could bear,But remember, says Cupid, 'it doesn't take much,
And if mistletoe's near—just beware I"
GLADYS MOE,

H a v e you ever experienced that
great feeling of aloneness and help 1 essness that seizes the stranger as he
moves for the first time amidst the
throngs of a great city? What a feeling
of pleasure comes to you upon the appearance of someone who was personally interested in you and bent upon
your welfare I
At times, one feels utterly alone in
this great thronging world. Wonted
friends are at best thoughtless, selfish,
and helpless creatures. Everyone and
everything about one seems hard, and
cold, and forbidding.
But Christmas is now here. This
means that God is here for the express
purpose of fellowship. While fellowship is social, the individual is the unit
without whom social intercourse is impossible. Though f r i e n d s have frequently failed to meet each other in a
great crowd, God has everyone of us
located. No individual is too insignificant for His attention. God's notice
of individuals is not confined to the
surveillance of would-be transgressors
of His law. So far as His part in it is
concerned, one may be as certain of
God's yearning love toward him as of
His unfailing wrath.
So let every individual at this Christmas season claim for himself fellowship
with the Divine Father, who manifested
himself in Jesus Christ. He has no
favorites among the willing ones. Tho
time of rejoicing is here, for God is
here to calm your fears and brighten
your hopes. He waits for your response
to His greeting and for your participation in His plans.

OUR SAMMIES
Our Sammies did the Hun besiege
Because of—well, "noblesse oblige,"
They could not withstand f a i t h betrayed,
So on the shrine of Freedom laid
All they possessed—their life—their
love,
And left it with the God above.
No longer will mere life suffice
Since bought and paid for with such
price.
But something worth-w h i le, stirring,
true,
Something noble—must we do;
To make us worthy of such cost
Else all their sacrifice were lost.
For life is dearer, love more true,
Heaven is nearer, faith more true,
For what they did for us;—e'en yield
Their life, like Him, on Flanders Field,
Let not this Christ-day pass us by
Without we do Him magnify!
L. M. NOBLE.

CHRISTMAS, 1918
Beautiful Star, still leading aright,
Makes clear the path thru the foam.
Out on the ocean all boundless they
ride,
For Our Boys are coming home!
With "Peace on earth, good will to
men,"
They need no longer roam,
Their native land they'll see again,
Our Boys are coming home!
Then ring each bell, flash out each
light,
From tent to cathedral dome,
For where e'er they be, on land or sea
Our Boys are coming home!
V. S.

The following poem was written by
Prof. Arthur L. Marsh while taking a
long ride in New York City. It was
written to Mrs. Marsh, who has kindly
given us permission to use it.

The following verses were written by
Mr. Ciscar, one of our Filipino students, who is a keen lover of nature.

MY GRATITUDE
Thanksgiving Day again is here
With more than ordinary cheer.
We're grateful for the year's increase,
But this year has restored our PEACE.
So one and all we join today
In grateful praise, in spirits gay.
I thank Thee, Lord, most heartily
For all Thy many gifts to me.
From rising to the set of sun
I could not name them one by one.
I thank Thee most of all today
For home and loved ones far away;
For such a love from such a wife,
That two such children bless my life.
I'm thankful for both parents spared,
For what they've done for me, and
cared.
I'm grateful for all kindred fond
Thru blood-tie and thru marriage bond.
I'm glad for friends, well tried and true,
And many a prized acquaintance too,
And Church and State—I would not
lag
In gratitude for Cross and Flag.
I thank Thee for such guarantee
Of safety and of liberty.
I thank Thee for continued health;
I thank Thee for sufficient wealth.
I'm glad 'for education's store,
And present chance of adding more.
I'm glad for sympathetic heart,
For Chance to serve and play my pars.
I'm grateful for men's sacrifice,
And glad to live in time like this.
I'm thankful for the long war's cease
And prospects of enduring peace.
I thank Thee, Lord; Thy b I e ss in g a
mount
To more than I can think or count.
As I receive, 0 Lord, today,
So may I give and Thee repay.
New York City, November 28, 1918.

Cloudy, and windy day it was,
Lifting her veil, the sun did smile;
Thinking sure, that none of us,
Could dare go more than a mile.

A HIKE ON A WINDY DAY

As we went, we met a stranger,
Knowing not the place to go;
Halting he ask'd, we did linger,
But not one, of us did know.
Walking, cheerily, were we three,
With lively steps, and all abreast;
Gazing up, were birds on a tree,
Searching perhaps, for place to rest.
Surely the wind was driving 'fast,
As the clouds, were sailing low;
Soon, we headed home at last,
With vigor, and hope, our faces did
glow.

S. A. T. C. DEMOB1LIZED
Continued from Page one

after the leader left us. Representative of our activities, these two organizations show the success with which
our undertakings were carried out.
In the first week of December several
events directly concerning our welfare
occurred. First, after a series of telegrams, we were issued our uniforms.
This long-looked-for event abolished
much of the discontent that abounded
within every member of our Company.
Then came the orders for demobilization which raised the spirits of the majority. Then three-fourths of the Company were discharged December 8, the
rest receiving their discharge last week.
The demobilization banquet served as
a fitting farewell to the S. A. T. C.,
after its life of three months at C. P. S.

A CHRISTMAS REUNION
By Marie C. Petersen
It was rapidly growing dark in the
little Russian village of Kern. Feeble
lights flickered here and there in the
tiny shops, which lined the one main
street, and altho it was really early
in the afternoon, a stranger w a u I d
have been certain that the night was
well advanced. But the hardy inhabitants of Kern understood the strangeness and the rigors of their Arctic
home, and went calmly about t h e i i
business this November afternoon.
Off across the plains, a train came
slowly into sight; this occasioned a
little stir in the quiet railroad station,
for it was known that Ivan Strogoff's
daughter was coming to Kern on that
train, and the daughter of Ivan Strogoff was, even hen, a person of no little
importance. When one's father h a a
ranked high in the Czar's official train,
one need never fear that he will not be
sufficiently respected. So it was, that
this girl of the Russian nobility, had no
doubts as to her reception when she
should reach her destination.
Far different were her thots, as she
gazed across the bleak, unending plains
Sylvia Strogoff was the last remaining
member of a once powerful Ruseian
family. Small and silent, she looked
young indeed to be left alone in this
cold, uninviting land, and as the train
drew nearer Kern, bitter tears rolled
down her pale young cheeks. No one
would have imagined the girl to be
more than seventeen at the most, for
there was that innocent childi3hness
about her which reminds one always of
a very young person. She was, in real.
ity, however, almost twenty-one. but so
sheltered had been the life of this child
of the aristocracy, that no care or
trouble had been permitted to enter her
happy young life.
But now, she was no longer happy.
Her father, who had guarded his only
daughter so carefully, had fallen a
victim to his political enemies, and lay
murdered in Moscow. Her only brother
had died a soldier's death on the battle
front, and a mother's care she had
never known. T h e r e was but one
human being left whom she cared for
and he, her childhood lover, had not
been heard from 'for over a year, 'l'hus
it was, that Sylvia Strogoff'8 thots were
far from happy as the train pulled into
Kern.
She was to make her home in this
bleak village with an old friend of her
father's, who tho far from wealthy,
possessed sufficient means to take care
of the girl. A poor drosky or carriage
was waiting to receive Sylvia at the
station, and she hurriedly climbed into
it, to avoid the eyes of the men about
the depot. The big Russian peasant
who drove the little cart soon started
off, and the girl closed her eyes as she
thot of all that she was leaving behind
her, and the new life which lay before.
For almost an hour they traveled over
the 'frozen road, and then before them
Sylvia saw the bare walls of the old
hunting lodge rise out of the gloom.
Here, then, was her home, for Heaven
only knew how long, she thot sadly
to herself.
The old Russian friend of her father,
received her kindly and made her welcome to his barren home. Such as it
was, it was hers as long as she wished
to remain with him. He showed Sylvia
a room off the main living room which
was to be hers, and here the tired, forlorn girl went to be alone with her
sorrows. For an hour she sat motionless on the single hard cot in the room
—her eyes unseeing, her thots far
C.ntinued on Page 8
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THE RE-BIRTH OF A NATION

east and west, poured their invading

At last came the day when the

Frank Williston

armies over the defiant little country.
Her history has been that of Belgium
repeated a hundred times. In three

insidious propaganda of Germany Undermined great Russia. In vain did
the true Russian patriots call upon

great European wars, her country has
been the battle-field upon which the

thei rcountry to throw off the poison-

l'or the pt four years we have
watched with varying interest the ebb
and flow of the back wash of war.
We have seen war in the likeness of
a monstrous hydra as it spread its
ugly body over Sunny France and the
contented villages of peaceful Belgium.
As the stories of the "unspeakable
Turk," perpetrated against their subject peoples, reached our own peaceful communities, it all seemed an awful miscarriage of divine justice. We,
who lived in the self-sufficiency of our
own narrow lives, thought with a
shudder of vague apprehension that
this was perhaps but merited justice
upon these nations by their own national sins. It was all too confused,
the flame of the great world-wide
conflagration obscured the true causes.

bloodiest and most fiercely fought
battles were waged, altho she herself

ous clutch of the Kultured Hun.
Drugged into a passive state of chaos
by that hair-brained reformer, Carl

was but a passive spectator. One
would naturally think that such a con-

Marx, together with his proteges,
they turned a deaf ear to all that was

tinued assault upon her independence
would eventually shatter any spirit of
resistance, but in fact, it seemed to
keep alive the coals of national patriotism. Just as often as she was
forced to acknowledge defeat, just s
often did she rise again in a fierce
uprising. At times she would regain
her autonomy only to lose it again
under the vice-like grip of the Hungarian armies. In 1526, together
with Moravia and Silesia, she joined
with Austria and Hungary against the
encroachments of the rapidly spread-

Gradually, however, as those agon-

ing Crescent. She did not surrender

izing years passed on with all their
horror, we began to see that it was
not just wanton bloodshed, the mere

any rights as an independent nation
by this confederation but when her

A TALE OF PATIENT WIVES
Clara McCarthy
It was one of those afternoons that
make everybody, but especially a woman, despondent. This one had just
come from the Dentist's office and he
had told her the usual t h i n g—only
worse. Of course, it was raining and
she had nothing to read. She picked
up a magazine to re-read it, and out

the truest in their natures. She

fell two yellow sheets of paper on

began at once the awful orgy of her
farcial reconstruction period. Her

which she read this story:

troops, instead of being demobilized,
were turned loose to wander thru

long time ago, in such a far-distant
time did it occur that it is not written

the defenseless and panic-stricken

in the books of living beings, neither

villages of Southern and Eastern
Russia, Bohemia, too, was passing ra

on their statues nor on their tombstones. It happened in the days of
patient wives.

pidly thru the greatest moment of her
history. When peace was declared

It happened a long time ago—a very

between Austria-Hungary and Russia,

On a great island in the southern
seas lived a curious dark-skinned tribe.

her affairs took on a new and startling
appearance. By some inexplicable

The men of this tribe being very strona
and possessing great egos were the

twist of fortune the Bohemian army,
consisting of approximately 50,000
men, found themselves on former Aus-

lords and masters. And the women
were all 'patient wives." They worked
for their husbands, cooked, scrubbed,

trian soil but under the nominal ju-

and sewed for their husbands, and lied
beautifully to them. In s h o r t, they

armies were away from her home
territory, the Hapsburgs treacherously

risdiction of the Russian government.
They were composed mostly of those

broke their compact by illegally wresting away her rights of self-government

who had deserted the side of Austria
and had gone into Russia with the

it is a strange fact that in return for
all this, they received neither praise,

and violating the constitution of the
state. Austria took Slovakia, the

intention of giving her aid. They
had proved to be, by far, her best

nor love, nor kisses. And the patient
wives grew restless and m u r m u r e d

southern district of Bohemia and gave
it to the Magyas of Hungary to suffer
all the ignominy and shame of an
enslaved state.

troops and in many engagements they
had been the last to leave the field
and in several instances had turned
an apparent disaster into victory by

among themselves. Then came one
day out of the sea, a great monster,
known in later times as Remorse, and
he ate the hearts of the women and

In 1860, while America was undergoing the spirit of unrest preceding

refusing to retire before the victorious
Austrians. The Treaty of Peace

him. He began to realize that to
him belonged certain privileges which

the Civil War, Austria nearly suffered
a national collapse. After the iron
bound rule of Metternich, the vassal

meant disaster for them for they
would be regarded as traitors by the
Austrians and as such would be treat-

his soul developed. He realized that
these ideals or privileges were but

states began a systematic campaign
for more representation in the Aus-

ed. At this time Masyrak, a former
member of the Bohemian Diet and an

the expression of his inner self. Then
it was that he became aware of their

trian Parliament together with a de-

ardent Czech patriot, assumed control

mand for more self-government. When
the Austro-Prussian war broke out, it

of the destinies of this army without
a nation. By his ardent speeches
and denunciations against the Haps-

caprice of kings—but an ideal as old
as man himself struggling for expression thru the only form left itphysical force.
Back in the far-distant ages when
man discovered for the first time that
there was a contrast, sharp and distinct, between himself and the beasts
about him, he was puzzled to define
and explain that distinction. Gradually his intellect sharpened thru contact with the physical forces about

tremendous value and determined that
for these ideals he would sacrifice

began to look as tho the Hapsburg

everything he held dear and for the
first time, the spirit of true independence and personal liberty took its

dynasty was doomed to a speedy dissolution. She managed however, by
promising restoration of their former

inception in the life of man. Ever
since men have lived, these ideals

rights, to keep her states intact. From

and have laid down their lives and
the lives of their loved ones that

then on it has been but a continual
chaos of political intrigue. Ministries,
appointed and supported by the lead-

these same ideals should not perish
off the earth, but should be cherished
as the most valuable thing that could

ing Parliamentary parties of Austria,
were ship-wrecked upon the rock of
dissension over the ultimate disposal

be possessed. And so we have had
revolutions, many misguided and fostered by the baser instincts of man

of Bohemia. This constant friction
sapped the very life-blood of the dual

but all struggling slowly toward the
lights of the day of true democracy
on earth and peace to men of good
will.
When we remember all this, the
Great World War ceases to be a hopeless enigma and instead we can see
clearly the advent of the day when
the principles, for which countless
thousands have died, apparently in
vain, will be the key note for a new
world-wide Federation of the Brotherhood of Man.
At the present moment our interest
is focused upon our former enemies
and what their ultimate fate will be.
We have watched them as they hav
slowly but surely disintegrated under
the sledge-like blows of Democracy.
Of course, all is as yet undetermined.
Each little tribe and race has sent in
its plea for independence but there
is none deserving more attention than
that of Bohemia. Her two principle
people, the Czechs and Slovaks, were
originally of the same racial extraction. Even before the dark ages, they
had settled on the upper reaches of
the Danube and had there set up their
home and nation. During the following centuries, they had struggled for
their national existence against surrounding enemies. Time and time
again the Magyans on the south and

monarchy, all because of the fierce
determination of her vassal states. At
last came the great European War.
Austria-Hungary, dominated by the
German court, put her lot in with
that of her co-partner. At once,
large levies of troops were raised
thruout the empire. Bohemia, with
other of the lesser states, at once
raised a protest, but to no avail. She
had the bitter experience of watching
her young men march away to fight
for a cause alien to their sympathies
and ideals. Not all of the Czechs
and Slovaks, however, submitted so
docilely. On the firing-line they
•found themselves facing their brother
slays, between whom had always a
common bond of sympathy. In many
cases they went over in a body to
the enemy and there pleaded to be
allowed to fight against their oppressors. The slow-witted Russians refused to take advantage of the eager
offer of the Czechs and instead of using them as they had asked, they
were treated, in the majority of cases,
as prisoners of war. As the desertion
of the Bohemian troops to the ranks
of the enemy became more and more
numerous, the Austrian military leaders saw the folly of continuing such
a course and, to quite an extent,
abandoned sending these levies into
active service.

burg dynasty he had brought upon
his head the vengeance of that luckless House and had been exiled from
his country. He had fled at last to
America after stopping in Paris to
plead for the rights of his country.
In Washington, he set up, with the
hearty approval of the federal government, a new nation, Czecho-Slovakia,
with its army in hostile territory, its
capital in Prague and its officials in
France and the United States.

were in every way most patient. But

devoured them, and they became wild
and called out: "We will be patient no
longer. We will assert our rights! We
will demand what is due. Uh-ah-ahah-ah!"
And their battle-cry rang out over
the hills where the h u s b a n d s were
hunting, and it floated out over the sea
where the husbands were fishing, and
it sounded with an awful warning, and
the men were smote with great fear,
and calling out, "What aileth our patient wives?" they ran home. But the
women met them with cruel weapons
of war, and the gods being (as usual)
on the side of the women, nine hundred
thirty thousand husbands lay cold on
the sand. Nor were there left one maio
on that great island. Then the patient
wives gathered each one her lord and
master and dragging him off to an
altar, offered him up as a sacrifice to
the gods of womankind.

This action even tho it was vested
with no authority, spurred the waiting
Bohemian army to immediate action.
Embassies from the Bolshecist govern-

Then forthwith after much feasting
and blood and hair-shed, each one de-

ment had demanded their demobilization only to be sent back with a defiant refusal. With absolutely no roll.
ing stock, poorly equipped and armed,
they at once set out on a march
across southern Russia and over the
great trans-Siberian R. R. to Vladivostock, there to take ship for the

which lay no sleeping form, and kicking the smouldering fire in to flame,

trenches of the Western battle-fields.
They managed to capture a few locomotives which the Russian Red Guards

giant waves. Over all gleamed a lurid
light.

had left in their disorderly retreat,
and with these as a beginning they
finally recovered and captured enough
locomotives and cattle-cars to begin
their march. Owing to the scarcity
of food and fuel they were obliged
to advance in small detachments, thus
exposing their weakened line to the
harassing attacks of the Bolsheviki
troops. At last, however, after surrendering over half of their already
depleted equipment they were granted
permission to advance as rapidly as
possible across the continent. Even
then they were constantly being held
up on one pretext or another by the
treacherous leaders of the Red Guard.
Finally the vanguard reached the Pacific but at this moment the Allies
Contrnual on Page Nine

parted to her still home undefiled by
cigarette smoke and to her hearth on

she swaggered off to bed. In the middle of that night, arose such a storm
as had neither been seen nor heard of
before in the whole world. The moon
sank into the sea and the island was
raised up into space and rocked by the

Then arose nine h u n d r e d thirty
wives and in dread fear they called on
their husbands and screaming, they
clutched the bedclothes and held out
their arms. But the gods of womankind heard not. And in the morning
eight hundred twenty wives lay dead.
All day passed and the women huddled
together, trembling, and were afraid.
But each hid her feelings for she feared
the mockery of her sisters.
That night they gathered around a
common fire (for each feared to go to
her lonely home), and danced. From
wild dancing, they went to feasting and
then lay down together to sleep. Soon
sleep came stealing thru the shadows
and all was still. Suddenly the figure
of a man shone forth from the flames.
When his wife saw him, she died. Then
Continued

on Page Eighi
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THE S. A. T. C. BANQUET
Monday night, December ninth saw
a successful banquet given by the

On four leading events has the interest of the students been centred in
the last two or three weeks. For aside
from the fact that each Literary Society has initiated its new members into
the first degree, four prominent events
have taken place.

members of the S. A. T. C. of the
College at the Tacoma Hotel. After
the banquet the guests were ushered
to the parlor where dancing was enjoyed. The menu was as follows:
Menu
Celery

Olives
Crab Cocktail

All-College Party
Perhaps the one in which every
student in school was most vitally interested was the All-College p a r t y

Consomme
Mashed Potatoes
Buttered Peas
Roast Turkey
Fruit Salad
Ice Cream

given under the auspices of the Literary Societies, in honor of the men of

Cake
Coffee
The tables and rooms were deco-

the S. A. T. C. The halls of the Ad.
building were beautifully transformed

rated in military fashion. The icw

by lattice screens and greenery, while

cream was khaki colored and moulded in the form of soldiers.

attractive corners were draped with
immense Army and Navy penants. The
entertainment was informal, and every

The program following the banquet
was one of the main features. Ser-

minute was filled full of genuine fun.
Huge servings of ice cream, cake, and
coffee were served, miniature a i rplanes, machine guns, and boats being
the favors. The Thetas had charge of
the entertainment; the Philos, of the
refreshments; and the Amphictyons, of
the decorations.

geant George R. R. Pflaum was toastmaster of the occasion and gave the

TO C. P. S. STUDENTS
A lively evening was spent by the
college students at the reception given
by the Epworth League of the First
M. E. Church on Saturday evening, November 30. Musical games provided
a merry entertainment—and a noisy
one!
Musical charades included some very
interesting scenes from a little romance. The chief actors were the
Bride, Herbert Corey, and the Bridegroom, Harold Young. "Sunshine" Ellis was there to act his usual part of
"Smiles."
At the close of the evening, a long
procession filed down to the kitchen to
receive ice cream and cake. Soon
afterwards a grand rush was made for
the door. Why? "Taps!"

"Blood and Gore" which gave the
dainty damsels a chill. Lieutenant
Kehoe gave an impromptu toast, followed by a much lighter piece of discourse on "Life in the Barracks."
This brought to light some of the funwell toast to the Company was given
by Lieutenant Charles Cobb.
We were pleased to have our Lieutenants with us, who in their short
stay have tried to make us "As we
ought to be." For some of you who
have not had the pleasure of meeting
our worthy Lieutenants we can but
give you their names:
lst Lieut. W. H. Kehoe—Commanding officer; 2nd Lieut. Eugene C.
Ward—Drill M a s t e r ; 2nd Lieut.
Charles Cobb—Adjutant.
The banquet was managed by the
following:
Corp. Chester D. Ellis ----------Business
Pvt. Mark Conklin ----------------Finance
Pvt. Mark A. Disch ----- --------- Dancing
Corp Walter Mierow ----------- - Banquet
Pvt. Floyd Bergstrom --------Reception
Sergt. McDonough ------ ---- Advertising
Pvt. Walter Sather -------- ---- Decoration

EPWORTH CHURCH RECEPTION
TO STUDENTS

The management worked in harmony which added much to the success
of the banquet.

Saturday evening we were invited to
a social at Epworth Church. In the
afternoon we were told that the S. A.
T. C. men were going to be in quarantine. So, on arriving at the church,
we commenced peacefully playing cir-

The reception committee of the
banquet consisted of the following:
Clarence Olson, Paul P a u 1 s o n
George Westerman, James Kirkbride,
Hugh Adams, Jr., Shelley Pearne,
Ralph Haycox, Merritt Smyth.

cle games. Suddenly a loud noise was
heard! In came a mob of S. A. T. C.
men in a chain gang. Immediately we
knew we must change our games. We
were lined in three long rows and then
commenced an e x c i t i n g bean bag
game. Next the girls chose partners
and we b e g a n to learn the difficult
game of "Bingo." And oh, what a
time it was! Even Prof, Harvey enjoyed it! After this the boys had a
cracker eating contest while the girls
yelled "Your Pep! Your Pep!" But
when the girls tried the same contest
the boys were so awfully hungry that
the girls only had one-half a cracker
each. Then, of course, we had to play
"Bingo" again. After that strenuous
game we felt hungry and we were
served refreshing refreshments. We
were really feeling happy by this time
and decided to try some more "Bingo,"
Then we played "Bingo" some more!
We even believe a few of the S. A. T.
C. men know how to play "Bingo!"
Well, after we had played "Bingo" for
quite a while we felt that we had better
get home before Sunday and so we
finished our g o o d time by playing
"Bingo!"

The following lively program was
given Friday night, preceding the first
degree initiation. It was the annual
Star and Cresent program, and was
given in the form of a book.
Vocal duet, "Lovely Night" (Hoffman), Miss Marian Myers and Miss
Lois Breckingham.
Headlines (in costume), Miss Thelma Hastings.
Editorials, Miss Mable Armende.
Popular Music, Words by Miss Vera
Sinclair and Harold Young.
Music by Miss Ruth Hallin.
Original Poetry, Miss Ruth Vigus.
"We are the Philomatheans", Society.
Philo Traditions, George Pflaum.
"C y n t h i a Grey Section", Sergt.
Harry Earle.
"Three times three for Dear Old
Philo," Society.

THETA NOTES
December 6th.

guests a blood-curdling lecture on

ny incidents of barrack life. A fare-
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PHILOMATHEAN
Philo rejoices in her new members
for this year. T h e y include Lillian
V e r n ha r d s o n, Alta Jeffers, Helga
Bjorgland, Harold Scott, Fielding Lemmon Ezra T r e b e s, Charlie Brady,
Verne F e r g u s o n, Ralph Corey ancr
Victorina Ciscar. Seven boys and six
girls, each one of them a splendid addition to Philo. We know that with
such aid as our new Philos can giv,
we shall go thru this year with flying
colors.
We are going to have a Christmas
party at Ruth Hallin's this year. Whoever has been to Ruth's House at Dsy
Island cannot be dubious about having
a good time. Moreover, our entertainment is in the hands of Ruth Vigus and
Mr. Ciscar, Mrs. Marsh, Miss Hill, and
Miss Bailey are to be our chaperones.
Hip, hip—ooray----for the Philo Party!
Everyone is asked to come to our
programs and enjoy them with us. It
is not an unusual occurrence to have a
Philo cake after our programs. Their
q u a lit y is such that they are not
guaranteed to last longer than five
minutes,

Dear Mable:

and I suppose I generly talk over your
head or thru it most of the time, but
youre smart an I'll learn you. Smart,
that's me all over Mable,)
All the girls are crazy about me up
hear but I just looked at them I bin
tellin you bout so dont get jellous.
Yours til I see your face,
BILL.

Two of Theta's most active members
Olive and Maurine Martin have been
ill with the Influenza for more than a
week. Theta is eager to welcome them
when they return and sincerely hopes
for their speedy recovery.
All of our pledges have gone thru
the mysteries of the first degree initia-.
tion with flying colors and when they,
have successfully gone thru the second,
will be full pledged Thetas. Two new
names are added to our pledges; those
of Marion Rice and Rosa Pederson.
Theta extends to you, one and all,
the Seasons' Best Greetings,

I bin to this skule fer some weaks
now, but meyer seen sutch skandolous
akshins as happined the other day.
Now, Mable, you know I allus did
take well with the ladies, but I never
had one ax me to take her to a show
befor. But the other day the purtiest

A CHINLESS QUINCE
He never can look at bit wiser;
Look at the son of a KaiserHe still is inclined to be thin
He also inclines to no chin.

little gal come passed me and I said
"howdy" and she said "will you take
me to a show tonight." Now I was
kinda surprised but I said sure mike.
Generous, Mable, that me all over. I
was sorta scared to take her tho' cause
she had a Iota cort plastir on her face
and I was afeerd she had the small
pox and was trying to cover it up.
I tho't she liked me awful well cause
she axed me but I guess she felt so bad
cause I wouldnt take her that I heard
her ax one of the professors to take
her but I guess he was scared too.
And Mable, there was a girl up hear
wearin a bride vale an say Mable I
could almost imagine it was you in it
and I was standing along sida you.
And Mable, it looked so purty, it had
poinssetaz in it. I just tho't I'd tell
you about it so you could begin savin
your money soz you culd wear one
when you and I git married. I guess
we'd orta get married at Xmas soz you
could have poinssetaz in your vale two
—they sure was purty. Im aIways
watchin fer purty things you could fix
for yourself, Mable. Thotful, thats me
all over, Mable.
And Mable there was a girl up hear
makin lots of money sellin papers. She
had on a Salvation Army hat in wich
she was sellin papers to us fellers as
we went by to class. But Mable I got
a Xmas prezent picked out fer you
that'Il cost two dollers and thirty-seven
sents ($2.37) an I only manidged to
save one doller and sixty-eight sents,
($1.68) so far so I that I would keep
my nickle and use it toward your
prezent. Now I aint hintin for a Xmas
prezent or anything like that but yours
is going to be awful nice course I
dont want you to work hard Mable or
anything like that but sellin papers
aint very hard and you could make
lots of money fer our n e w m a z o n
(thats French for house, you proberbly
wouldnt know that but thats nothin
against you Mable, you ajnt gon to
C. P. S. and had the privilidges I have

FOR
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Including
Patriotic and Service Flag
Designs
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The woman put down the paper

She remembered o t h e r Christmas

I
I

quickly and looked up half-fearfully,
her ears strained to catch the sound of

eves when her home had been happy;

PROSPECT MEAT MARKET
Fresh and Salt Meats
Fish of All Kinds in Season

I

Phone Main 338 2604 6th Av.

I
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RED CROSS DRUG CO.
6th and Prospect
Pure Drugs and Fine
Sundries. Prescriptions our
specialty.
Phone M. 862
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his steps. But the clock said only five
minutes past five and she said aloud
"What a horrid story! Of course, it is
supposed to teach a lesson. But I am

Choicest of Flowers

lover, and had in turn been showere-I
with presents from them. How changed

Artistically Arranged

everything was; the girl could scarcely

no savage.'

realize that she was living in the 'tame

Then her eyes fell on his cigar stub
on the rug, and the ashes not in the

world as she had lived in those other
Christmases. And yet, she would be

ash-tray and she was filled with fury,
and picking them up, said: "Does he

brave, old Nicholas should have his

think he can do as he pleases? But I
will be patient. I will not annihilate
him this time. Still he must be taught
a lesson—I will go home to mother's

n._....i_...i._....a....-s4•

when she had bought lovely and expensive gifts for father, brother and

for dinner"—and she seized her coat,

Christmas p r e s e n t without knowing

home." There was a scream from the
patient wife. "Oh, Tom! Oh, I hope

realized that she had undoubtedly lost
her way. The bleak tundras of North-

SIXTH AT FIFE

none of his bones are broken!" And
she departed in tears in search of the

ern Russia are not a pleasant place in

A CHRISTMAS REUNION
Continued

i ire

and after another hour o f f u t i 1 e

wandering she knew that she was hope-

WASHINGTON
DYE WORKS

traveling clothes for a simple woolen

a fallen tree trunk, she sat down to

house dress. She had made up he..

(Established 1911)

future course. She would conceal her
own troubles as far as possible, and

rest. Her hands and feet were numb
with cold, but she felt strangely happy

- With every suit cleaned and pressed
press one pair pants free

I

I

Quality and Service
We Call and Deliver

try to help wherever she could.
So bravely smiling she e in e r g a d
from her room and offered to get supper for old Nicholas, the friend of her
father. He had lived so long alone
that he hardly understood the ways of
a woman, but he soon saw that this

11110 Sixth Ave.

Main 6031

unflinching girl was sincere in her
desire to help, and he admired her, as
he thot of all that she had lost and
suffered.
November days came and went, and
gradually life adjusted itself for Sylvia
here in the bleak North land. Only
at night, when all was silent, except an
occasional dog howling out on the
tundras, did Sylvia ever permit herself
to give way to her own griefs. At

Our Advertising

such times she would cry quietly, her
head buried in the coarse pillow of her
bed, and think of the dear ones whom
she had lost forever. Her noble father

Pays
For Space See

Burk

A TALE OF PATIENT WIVES
Continued

from

Page Six

another man, and yet another appeared
each silent, each a c c u s i n g. With
screams, the women jumped up, each
turning in her fear on her sister and
blaming her, rent her to pieces.
W h e ri the moon arose blood-red,
over the tallest cocoa-tree, there were
many dead bodies on the sand, and but
one woman left alive. She, the youngest, covered with blood, stretched out
her hands and called: "0 My Husband,
only come back and I will be a 'patient wife' again. I will sew and bake
and scrub and tell you all those beautiful lies again. For I am weary, very
weary of woman's rule, and I ask only
that you will 'respect my r i g h t s'nothing more. Oh, my husband!" And
here it ended.

who had always been so good to her,
and the stalwart generous brother who
had given his all for Russia—these al-

For a while she watched the mysterious lights in the N o r t h e r n 8ky,
wondering to herself if this were aot
like that other night so long ago, when
the Babe of Bethlehem was born in the
manger.
P r a s e n t 1 y she heard music, and

listening intently

she caught the re-

frain.
"Glory to God, in the highest, all
glory,
Peace on the earth and good will,
Angels are singing the marvelous story
Shepherds are listening still."

the room where she had first heard
them sing, and her father sitting in his
great chair by the fire. She and h.r

Corner of 11th and

Commerce

Phone Main 5309

Headquarters for School
Text-books and School Supplies

DRAWING SETS
Waterman's Ideal Fountain
Pitt Loose Leaf

Pens, Irving

Books, Cameras and Photo
Supplies

J. F. VISELL CO.
114 So. 12th St.

Main 7656

EYES TESTED RIGH'r
GLASSES FITTED RIGHT
PRICES RIGHT

brother were also there, their faces
happy with genial good cheer and
Christmas spirit.

her old time lover, dressed as of yore,
with the love-light in his eyes. He

seen him.

held out his arms and in a moment she
was safe in his embrace. How good it
was to be back in Michel's arms—she
sighed, and heard far off the words repeated "Glory to God, in the highest,
and on earth, peace, good will toward
men"—and fell asleep. At last she

a Christmas supper, and then started
back across the frozen t u n d r a a for
home. There was a certain terrible
coldness in the air, such as is known
only in the far North land, but Sylvia
paid no attention to anything but her
own thots.

i

floated in upon her mind. She saw

handsome young Russian officer clad
in the uniform in which she had last

So things went, until the E v e o f
Christmas. Sylvia had felt restless and
unhappy all day, and as evening came
on she decided to go down into the
village. She took a basket filled with
food of various kinds down to the hail
where poor children were to be given

CENTRAL LUNCH

It was an old carol of her childhood,
and she smiled happily as the words

Then as the room of her childhood
home faded from her sight, anod,er
figure came toward her. It was Michel

But to all o u t w a r d appearances,
Sylvia Strogoff was a simple happy
girl. She treated the inhabitants of
Kern with kindness, and they respected
her as a daughter of the nobility.

We Solicit Your Patronage

in spite of them.

ways came first into her mind. Then
would come another figure, a sturdy

"Michel, oh, my Michel," the girl
sobbed softly in her pillow, as she reand the long, long months of silence
which lay between. Was he dead, or
worse, was he suffering torture in some
prison camp? She dared not let herself dwell on this thot for it seemed
membered the parting with her lover,
that her mind could not stand it.

I

hoping to find the trail again. She was
doomed to disappointment, however,

lessly lost. She w a s also t i r e ddesperately tired, and at length, finding

I

COLLEGE STUDENTS!

the dead of a winter's night so the girl
quickened her pace and started on,

away. Then she arose and put away
her few possessions, changing her dark

Attention!! S. A. T. C. Men

I we will

From Page

Phone Main 300
938 Broadway

Sylvia had walked for well over an

SUN SET THE ATRE

hot-water bottle.

FLORISTS

hour when she suddenly noticed that
the tundras no longer looked familiar.
Could she have strayed from the path?
She looked carefully at the stunted
trees and frozen grass about her, ann

i

I

what a flood of aching memories it
recalled.

"Mr. A— has fallen on the sidewalk
and his chauffeur is b r i n g i n g him

"Oh, Mrs. A—." called the maid,

HAYDEN-WATSON CO.

CAS WELL OPTICAL CO.
Cor. 9th

and St. Helens

Ave.!

For full supply best Flowers

was with her loved ones.
on the market for all occasions

The Trail Wishes Its Readers
A Merry Christmas and a

go to the

CALIFORNIA FLORISTS

Happy New Year
Main 7732

936 Broadway

BITNEY & SON GROCERS
Main 735

Sprague and South 8th
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THE REBIRTH OF A NATION

CHRISTMAS GOODS
Fine Line Christmas
Cards and Books

When his wife saw him, she died. Then
the Germans and Austrians on the
intervened and caused them to postpone indefinitely their proposed plans
after a conference by the United
States, Japan and other Allied nations.
It had been decided that it would be
far better to leave this army in Siberia to serve as a wedge in case of
intervention of the allied forces in
Russia. At once, Japanese and American troops were rushed to Viadivostock to lend support to the Czechs.
There was naturally a great deal of
disappointment, for the Bohemian soldiers longed for a chance to avenge
the fate of their country against Germany and not their misguided Russian
brothers.
And so, an old, old nation his
been re-born in the dawn of .i new
era of the world's history. With a
glorious past behind her she has a
still more wonderful future before.
We, as the greatest exponent of true
freedom and liberty among the nations of today, welcome this sister
state and join with the Allies in the
hope that this battle-scarred country
may soon stand as a sure and lasting
proof that right makes might and that
humanity has not been thrown into
the discard of the past.

P. K. PIRRET & CO.
Broadway at Ninth

ATTENTION!
S. A. T. C. MEN
A photograph makes an ideal
Christmas gift for your friends.
Have your work done early-

HARRISON CLARK
PHOTOGRAPHER
Phone M 631

EVERYBODY BOOSTS

Continued From Page Six

229 Providence Bldg.

Say It in Flowers

H. W. MANIKE
"The College Florist"
All Kinds of Holland Bulbs to
Send to Mother

THE BOOK EXCHANGE
913 Pacific Avenue
Dealers in Books, Stationery,
Fishing Tackle, Flashlights,

OLYMPIC ICE CREAM
BECAUSE THEY LIKE IT
954 Court C
Main 7919

OLYMPIC ICE CREAM CO.

PLAIN AND FANCY ICE CREAM FOR ALL OCCASIONS

ORVILLE GILBERT
DELICATESSEN

Bakery

Goods, Ice Cream, and Confectionery

Royal Ice Cream Products a Specialty

Tacoma, Wash.

Phone M-2187

2901 Sixth Ave.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

It is not too late to get your Christmas
Greeting Cards
If you hurry!

Purses, Pocket Knives, Drawing
Instruments and Filing Devices,
Translations of the Classics
in Pocket Size, Suitable for
School Use.

Engraved or printed, Calling Cards at special rates to Students of
the College of Puget Sound
WE PRINT THE TRAIL

MECHANICAL AND TECHNICAL
BOOKS OF ALL KINDS

ALLSTRUM PRINTING CO.
Phone Main 6768

940 Commerce
SORORITIES and CLASS PINS I
I¶ made
to your order. In fact we
1 manufacture anything in the
Jewelry Line

1

WALTERS BROS, Jewelers

I

R. R. Watch Inspectors

1
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12011 Pac. Ave
Opp. Crown Drug Store
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Best Ice Cream and Candies

CHOCOLATE SHOP

$2.00 Per College Year.

908 Bdwy. Tacoma Theatre Bldg.

15 Cents Per Copy.

(

I

SAY, FELLOWS, I have done

I

your barbering for eight years.
Come again.

I

JAMES T. COFFMAN

to Till
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2409 SIXTH AVENUE

WE ARE SHOWING

ICE CREAM

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

a wonderful line of Clever
Caps at $2.00. Choose
your Holiday Hat now.

College Confectionery

Ask for the new Liberty
Hat—Four Dollars.

602 Sprague Avenue

BURNSIDE HAT SHOP
948 Pacific Ave.
—.—..—.-----..s

CANDIES

LIGHT GROCERIES
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PERSONALS
Great excitement was caused in the
barracks when Pvt. Johnson was discovered driving mules in bed at midnight. A n o t h e r man dreaming of
"Home, Sweet Home" in Shelton.
Now that Jim Harris may soon be

Heard in French Class T u e s d a y
morning.
Marion M: (A poorly suppressed
yawn.)
Mrs. Davis: Miss Myers we will have
you translate the next passage before

going home, we advise him to eat

you go to sleep.
Mrs. Davis suggests a handkerchief

less. If he continues the pace at home

as a Christmas present to men who

that he has been following in the S. A.
T. C., we feel for the rest of the family.

have "misplaced eyebrows". We
wonder if Harvey will get the handker-

Pvt. Athow has returned from his

chief, Lois.
0. E. H. enjoyed his banquet dinner

furlough, and claims to have had a
wonderful time—with the 'flu." We're
glad to have you back among us.
Lieut, Ward: Adams, get the lead
out of your legs and hurry up. You
are like an old woman.
Adams: I was b.ii1t for comfort; not
for speed.
Excerpt from Freshman theme, read
to class by Miss Reneau:
"The sissy wore white girl's stockings." Page the African Maid.

S. A. T. C.
Some acorns to crack:
Saturday afternoon tea club
Safe at the college
Some are totally cracked
Scouts at the camp-fire

Unequalled Service, Most
Complete Stock for the
Final Days of

to the extent of staying in bed all the
next day. The second helping of ice
cream was too much for his lame arm,
Evidently Geo. Pflaum does not

GIFT BUYING

enjoy midnight serenades f r o in his
canine brother.

Moses Masek claims a certain party
in the S. A. T. C. owes him a debt
of gratitude. Let's have his name,
Moses!

Assortments will be maintained in practically complete form right up to the last hour of the Christmas
rush.

Why are Hazel Brasslin and Vera
Sinclair such chums? Ask Camp
Lewis.
-0-

You will find a service that is courteous, efficient—a
service filled with the Christmas Spirit.

Where was Ellis while the dancing
was going on?

Scratching attacks, tantalizing coot-

VISIT THE GIFT SHOP

jes
Stung? Ask the crowd.
Simple affairs taking command
Severally after their commissions
Seriousness aside, talk c o in in o n
sense
Separated according to class
Sample articles, thirteen cents.
Salts, Aspirin, Tonic Convalescents.

A delightful evening was spent at
the Sacajawea lodge one evening last
week. In fact it was almost thrilling!
Just ask Harris about playing the part
of "rescuer," or you might ask Russell Clay or several others about the

Rhodes Brothers Jac,

1

Third Floor

perpetual hair kink! Madeline Meiers
might also know something about this.
Miss Bailey wished for a flashlight

I'LL SAY SO!
F e m i n i n e persuasion has lost its
power?
Nay, I'll say. It gave us an hour
And still a half, to appreciate
The social event of recent date;
I'll tell the world, our C. O.'s a sport,
If you promise me. Keep me clear of
his court!
But c a s u a I observance of the ice
cream he ate
Will remove the doubt why taps was
late.
It was when ice cream cones were
something new. A small boy purchased one, ate the contents, and while
wondering what to do with the cone,
dropped it and broke it. Picking up the
pieces, he returned them to the vender,
saying: "M i s t e r, I'm awful sorry I
broke your dish."

One Woman in a Million
Hewitt: Does your wife help you
economize?
Jewitt: You bet; she makes her own
complexions these days.
If you would know the value of a
clean shirt, try to borrow one.
,

Diamond cut Diamond
Butcher: "This pound of butter you
sent me is three ounces short.
Grocer: Well, I mislaid the pound
weight, so I weighed it by the pound of
chops you sent me yesterday.

When it comes to eating oysters,
Ellis is on the job.
F. Williston had a hair cut recently.
But then they say that a man can't
have both hair and brains.
Winifred Wayne believes that all
men are fickle.
L.ieut. Kehoe: Have you met Ms
Hinges yet, Burke?
Lloyd B: No, Why?
Lieut. K: Oh, she's such an "a-doorable" girl.

picture. It is well that such was not
to be had.
Gladys True was honored by a visit
from the crowd. She almost thot the
Boys' D o r in i t o r y raids of last year
were being repeated.
It's a secret but a S. A. T. C., overcoat remains in the house to-night for
repairs. For particulars ask "Toddie"
or "Percy James."
1

4

Lieut. Ward spent a very delightful
day Thanksgiving. In the morning he
escorted two ladies to the game. From
appearances the game did not receive
all his attention.
After a sumptous dinner, the evening was spent in showing Miss—a good
time. After the theatre, the charming
cavalier and his attendant lady spent
a delightful hour at the Chocolate
Shop. The Lieutenant ought to know
the color of her eyes by this time. If
appearances do not deceive, it was a
Perfect Day.

Corp. Ellis's list of feminine admirers
would make a much larger edition than
Polks City Directory, 1918.
Corp. Westerman had a lovely drive
toSeattle about I P. M. after the Ban.
quet.
Sergt. Mac Donough has been talking in his sleep lately. Who is this
girl, Agnes and where is she I r o m
Mac? A new one every day.
Major Cheim arrived late, why? Because he made his lady friend walk
all the way from South Tacoma—some
financier this Major—!
Sergt. Mac Donough and Corp. Ellis
occuppied a box at the Pantages last
Tuesday—some class to the blondes!
Pvt. Harris kicked because he didn't
have milk in his "Cafe Noir" 'Taint
like the farm, Harris.
The Officers sure s t e p p e d some
themselves.
After all done and said—it was
Some night!

The barracks certainly 1 o o k s deserted now.
We had a company group taken in
the rain. The pictures came out very
good notwithstanding.
Guess its Adios to the Campus for
most of us.

MUSIC
We have enjoyed the anthems which
the chapel choir has been giving us
every Monday. It is positive proof
that C. P. S. has musical talent.
There seems to be a tendency on
the part of some students to frequent
the halls where they may drink in the
liquid sounds which are wafted on the
gentle breezes when the choir is rehea rsing!

Dr. Schofield's favorite o r d e r is
"Fill me a bumper." We are wonder
ing what the filling is to be with the
approaching Christmas season.

"In earth or heaven,
Bold sailor on the sea,
What have I given
That you should die for me?
What can I give,
O soldier leal and brave,
Long as I live
To pay the life you gave?
What tithe or part
Can I return to thee,
O stricken heart,
That thou shouldst break for me?
The wind of Death,
For you has slain life's flowers,
It withereth
(God grant) all weeds in ours."
—LYNN WHITE.

Not as you were,
But as you should be!
Move on your feet,
Fall in on me!
Head up, chin in,
Your heels must meetWith such admonitions
Our officers greet!

Santa Claus is going to come to C.
P. S. and give you a big surprise. We
mustn't tell the secret, but there is
going to be lots of it, and it will sound
almost as sweet as Christmas Candy
tastes!

"If you sigh about your trouble,
It grows double every day;
If you smile about your trouble,
It's a bubble blown away."
-

Sun Drug Company
We wish you all a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
Phone Main 646

6th and Anderson

